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1．适用范围（Application）：  消费电子 

 

此承认书仅适用本公司，交付于    SHENZHEN BBIEN TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD 

                                  

This file is provided by Shenzhen bbien technology Co.,Ltd only.                             
Tin Lead silver halogens free solder wire BBIEN TL-03 Sn62Pb36Ag2 

Introduction for Sn62Pb36Ag2 

BIEN TL-03 Sn62Pb36Ag2 is a new technical and also belong to low temperature soldering wire,which its 

melting point is 179degree Celsius. Sn62Pb36Ag2 No-Clean Flux for cored solder wire is halogen-free and 

halide-free with no intentional addition of bromine and chlorine, conforming to the strictest requirements of 

many sizes of specifications.  

Why need TL-03 Sn62Pb36Ag2 solder wire 

BBIEN’S comprehensive set of soldering technologies support the advance of the high-tech industries. 

It is said that electronic devices start with jointing and end with jointing. A variety of jointing techniques have 

been developed for today's miniaturization and high density packing of electronic elements, but the role of 

soldering as the most universal and basic jointing remains the same. 

BBIEN TL-03 Sn62Pb36Ag2 soldering wire can meet  production lines are precisely designed to satisfy 

diversifying and sophisticated soldering requirements with such advanced products as the Sparkle Series and 

non-spattering odorless, high activity solders, to champion supporter of the world's electronic and other 

high-tech industries. 

Application 

Ultra low spattering, clear residue. 

Eliminate bridging, no icicles and very low spattering by slide soldering. 

For precision electronics, prevention icicles by point soldering 

For heavy soldering. 

 

BBIEN Sn62Pb36Ag2 middle melting soldering wire feature 

 

The middle-melting solder wire, provided with a lower melting point and easy to operate, is one of the most 

energy saving solders for welding. It is commonly used in electronic components’ gradient welding as well as 

the welding of thermolabile parts such as LED, LCD, LNB, radiators, thermo sensors, fire alarms, flexible 

plates, air-condition protectors and the parts for lightning proof and temperature control. In the solder wire, one 

of Compo’s unique technique known as the Metal Crystal Refinement Technology is adopted to toughen the 

Sn/Pb/Ag wire, eliminating its brittleness, thus providing the wire with a fine, clean and bright surface. 

1. Favorable fatigue resistance and outstanding performance 

2. Ultra high electrical conductivity 

3. Mid-temperature soldering, characterized by nice softness and wonderful wetting property. 
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4. Benefit from activated rosin core flux. 

5. Ultra strong oxygen resistance. Due to the anti-oxygen material in the solder wire,Sn62Pb36Ag2 no clean 

solder wire can give strong resistance to oxygen. 

 

BBIEN TL-03 Sn62Pb36Ag2 leaded solder wire can be used in the electronics,copper plate, 

semiconductor ,Hard disk drive,Optics-electronic, LCD, IC, SMT, PCB ,Medical field and biotech industries. 

 

Technical Datasheet Information 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS                 : 

*ALLOY Sn62Pb36Ag2 

Melting point      : 175°C – 180°C 

Specific weight    : 7.85 g/cm3 

Wire diameter     : From 0.3 mm to 5 mm 

 Working temperature: ~138°C - 210°C 

*FLUX RMA & RA 

Halide: 0.5 % 

Acidity index: N/A 

Non corrosive 

Solderability: Good on Copper substrates and excellent on surfaces of tin 

CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS                 : 

2.1 Amount of Tin                    : 62% ± 0.6% 

2.2 Amount of Lead               : 36% ±0.5% 

2.3 Amount of Silver                :2+/-0.5 

2.3 Tin-lead-silver of first smelting purity 

2.4 Chart of maximum impurities: 

Alloy Metal Composition  

Sn Ag Pb Pb Bi Fe Zn Al As Others 

bal 2+/-0.5 36+/-1 0.10 0.10 0.02 0.001 0.2 0.03 0.05 

Available types of incorporated flux: 

Rosin Activated: RMA & RA 

2.5 Amount of flux incorporated: BS441 Grades 1, 2 or 3 

----------- Mass of flux ----------- 

Minimum Nominal Maximum 

1.0 % 1.3 %~2.2% 2.5 % 

 

How to chose solder 

1. Select the solder composition. First choose between leaded or lead free and then 

between high or low temperature. Choose high temperature for easily accessible 

connections and low temperature for smaller, crowded connections. Next choose 

the alloy. Leaded solder ranges from 40 percent tin and 60 percent lead (40/60) to 

50/50, 60/40 and 63/37. The first number always represents the tin content; the 

higher the tin content, the lower the melting point. The most common lead-free 

solder contains 95 percent tin and 5 percent antimony but has a melting point 
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between that of 40/60 and 50/50 tin/lead solder. Only experience will direct you in 

making exact choices for your application 

  

2. Select the diameter of the solder wire, from between 0.01 inch (0.25 mm) to 0.125 

inch (3.25 mm). You must heat the metals to melt the solder as quickly as possible. 

The smaller the diameter of the solder wire, the faster it will melt. But if you choose 

too small of a diameter, you will not get enough solder on the joint in one pass. If 

you choose too large, excess heat may damage your components, or you may get 

a solder blob.  

3. Select flux core or no core. All solder joints need flux, which can be applied from a 

tube, with a brush, from the core of the solder or in any combination, depending on 

your personal style. But you must apply flux in one manner or another. The style 

you develop for soldering will determine the best choice for your application, but to 

be safe, always use a flux core so that you don’t forget.  

 

 

Exported Countries 

So far,BBIEN Sn62Pb36Ag2 lead solder wire have been exported to Iran, Bangladesh, Saudi-Arab, Colombia, 

Russia,India, Pakistan,Korea etc. 

Packing: 

Specification core solder wire/solid wire 

Appearance Bright alloy appearance 

Packing 

500g,1kg per reel/bobbin；10kg/carton: 40kg/carton        

Size of 10kg carton:36x18x8cm 

Size of 40kg carton:36x20x26cm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sn62Pb36Ag2 solder wire physical properties arability balance 
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Process Considerations 

Solder iron tip temperatures are most commonly between 150-210°C  for Sn63Pb37 and Sn62Pb36Ag02 

alloys, and 210-350°C for lead-free alloys. Heat both the land area and component lead to be soldered with the 

iron or air gun prior to touching the land with the cored wire. Do not apply the wire directly to the soldering iron 

tip. If needed,BBIEN TL-03 Sn62Pb36Ag2 solder wire organic flux may be used as a compatible liquid flux to 

aid in reworking soldered joints.. 

Cleaning 

BBIEN TL-03 Sn62Pb36Ag2 flux residue is conductive and will cause corrosion of metal parts over time. 

Residue removal should be completed within 48 hours. LF-01 flux has the advantage over many competitive 

not water-soluble flux formulations, but it is belong to no-clean type. 

Storage and Shelf Life 

The shelf life of cored solder wire is based on the chemistry of the flux core and the protective alloy covering of 

the wire. 

When stored in a dry, non-corrosive environment between 10°C-40°C (50-104°F), the shelf life of wire may be 

nearly indefinite. The expiration date determined by the date of manufacture printed on the product and 

Certificate of Analysis will represent the manufacturer’s warranty period which is the time frame wherein 

BBIEN will replace defective product. 

Flux-cored solder wires with alloys containing more than 70% lead have a 2 year warranty from the date of 

manufacture. 

All other alloys have a 2 year warranty from the date of manufacture. 

Over time, the surface of wire may lose its shine and appear a dull shade of gray. This is a surface 

phenomenon and is not detrimental to product functionality. 

HINTS  And TIPS ON SOLDERING IN GENERAL  

Always remember that a soldered joint is formed by heating the parts to be soldered to a temperature in excess 

of the melting point of the alloy to be used – in hand soldering this is how a soldering iron is used. By feeding 

the cored wire onto the parts, the flux is able to flow and remove oxide films, while the solder creates a thin 

inter-metallic bond which becomes the solder joint.  

Component（wt%） Sn62/Pb36/Ag2 

Liquid Melting（o
C） 138~179 

Gravity/Density（25 
o
C） 8.6 

Heat cubage（J/kg · k） 178 

Brinell Hardness/ Rigidity 

(HB) 
9.5 

Conduct heat（J/m · s · K） 55 

Tensile Strength/Extend 

intension（MPa） 
40 

Extend Rate（％） Above 85 

Resistance Rate（μΩm） 0.18 

Conductivity % 17.6 
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Note the following tips: 

• Cored solder wires can be provided in different grades of alloy so always ensures that you have selected the 

right grade for the application.  

• Do not overheat as this causes an increase in the depth of the inter-metallic layer, which in turn weakens the 

joint. All materials from Alpha Metals are manufactured to meet the most stringent of standards and to ensure 

the best possible finish to every soldering application. 

 • Use a soldering iron bit size and form to suit the operation: small bits for soldering large components may 

prevent the formation of a joint or slow the process down. 

 • Always select wire diameters to suit both soldering iron bit and the parts/components to be soldered.  

• Soldering iron systems should provide sufficient heat to satisfy the requirements of the points above.  

 

 

 

 

 

Material Safety Data Sheet 
 

1、Product and Company Identification 

Product Name: Sn62Pb36Ag2 lead silver solder wire 

Packing: General 1kg/spool;40kg per carton  

Manufacturer or supplier：Hanon Technology Industry Limited  

ADD: OFFICE 3A,12/F,KAISER CENTRE,NO.18 CENTRE STREET,SAI YING PUN,HONG KONG                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

2、Products Information: above 

3. 

 

Important notes 

 

（acute）Inbibe： high temperature when heat(above183℃ upward),it will 

melt gradually. 

Eat：Sick up. 

Eye、skin：Protect skin and eyes when melting metal and high 

temperature  

Environmental Impact： It is NON DGR Goods kept in appropriate way 

 

 

4、Fire Fighting Measures：  
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Special Fire-Fighting Procedures：No 

Required Special Protective Equipment for Fire-Fighters：Firemen should wear exposure suit 

and air tank. 

 

5、Accidental Release Measures 

Personal Precautions：Prevent solder dross into eyes during using; ware the protective glasses 

and gloves if possible. 

Environmental Precautions： Prevent the solder or chemical dirt dispel with air and dispel with 

water,splashing matter put in airtight case. 

Methods for Cleaning：Use the tools that can’t cause light and equip clear up splashing down 

that prevent the powder dirt dispelling in air.  

 

6、Handling and Storage 

Handling： Unable recycling material,should check the product and scrap up,handing carefully 

the empty case that possible remain powder, chemical dirt or solding and will be dangerous,the 

person should read all the aphorism and defend measure on the case. 

Storage： Keep in airtight case, deposited in cool, and airiness area.Prevent physics damage 

away from heat and flaring resource. Smoking, eating and drinking is not allowed during 

working with this materials 

 

7、Personal Protection 

Personal Protection Equipment： 

˙Respiration：When producing into Hemihedral prevent small crystalline dirt veil （10-50 

times exposition）. 

˙Hand：Wearing all-sided observe press shield when in urgency. 

˙Skin & Body defend：Wearing defend gloves and cleaning long clothing. 

Hygiene Measures：No smoking in working area ,bite and sup.Must washing hands after work 

and before bit and sup.  

 

8、Physical and Chemical Properties 
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State of Substance： colorless liquid  Appearance：colorless liquid 

Color：colorless Odor：Monotony  

pH cost：Not fit for Boiling Point：extremly high (above500℃) 

 

 

Decomposing Temperature：Not fit for 

Flashpoint：  Not fit for  ℉ Not fit for  ℃  

Test：  Not fit for       

Test Methods：Open Slot     Closed Slot 

Self-Igniting Temperature：Not fit for  Explosion Limits： Not fit for  

Vapor Pressure：(21.1℃)：0  Vapor Density：No information 

Density：8.6 g/cm3 Dissolution： Not dissolve in water 

 

9、Stability  

Stability：Compose 

Possible Hazard Reaction Under Special Conditions： No 

Hazardous Decomposition Products：No  

 

10、Toxicological Information 

Acute Toxicity：It is NON DGR Goods 

Local Reactions：No  

Sensitivity： No 

 

11、Ecological information 

Possible Environmental Impact/Environmental Run-offs：No 

Water poisoning：No 

Moving、biology pile：No 
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12、Disposal considerations 

Disposal Methods：Not fit for 

No use or remain gas：Not fit for 

Urgency status：Not fit for 

 

13、Transport information 

International Transportation Regulations：57
TH

 IATA DANGEROUS GOODS REGULATION 

Apply for seaway,railway,airway and land transportation. 

UN Reference No.： Fit for 

Domestic Transportation Regulations： Preclusive according operation and notice proceeding 

about storage, should use hard container to pack, such as hard plastic carton. 

Special Transportation way：Airway or sea way is available 

 

14、Regulatory information 

Applicable Regulation：Labor safety saitation act、Poisoning defend statute, castoff clear 

 

15、Other information 

Ref. Document  
AIR PRODUCTS MSDS、INTERN TIONAL MARITIME DANGEROUS 

GOODS CODE 

Department  
Dept. Name：Engineering Dept 

Hanon Technology Industry Limited 

 Title：Technician Name(Signature):Dr.Deng 

Phone No.    +86 075536852840 Sales E-mail:sales@bbien.cn  

Date Prepared 25th   Sep, 2016 

Edit Date：25th,Sep , 2016   

Version：1 
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